Justin Bieber and Selena
Gomez Reunite at Coachella

By Louisa Gonzales
Justin Bieber makes a surprise appearance at Coachella and
reunites with Selena Gomez! According to UsMagazine.com,
Bieber,20, gave a surprise performance, with friend Chance The
Rapper, for festivalgoers over the weekend at Coachella in
Indio, California on April 13. The superstar may have shocked
the crowd by singing “Confident” with his friend, but when it
came to Gomez the singer didn’t mind not lying low. The pair
was spotted sticking close together right before Bieber went
on stage and were also seen together walking side by side to
Calvin Harris’ performance later that night. According to
eyewitnesses they were dancing and whispering into each others
ears all night.

How do you weigh the pros and cons about whether to get back
together with an ex?
Cupid’s Advice:
Many couples break up, but sometimes couple who break up can’t
stay away from each other and continue to get back together.
When it comes to deciding whether you should give it another
go with your ex there are many things to consider and think
about. Cupid has some advice on how to weigh the pros and cons
about whether to get back together with an ex:
1. The con or why you shouldn’t get back together: Sometimes
someone just isn’t right for you and deep down you know when
someone just doesn’t cut it for you. If you find you could
never trust them before than you probably won’t trust them the
second time around. If you find you two never get along well,
or have a hard time trusting one another, it’s probably best
to let them go, why waste your time with someone who isn’t
right for you.
Related: Justin Bieber Dedicates Song to ‘My Baby’ Selena
Gomez at SXSW Show
2. The pro or why you should give it another go: Sometimes
relationships don’t work out, because it just wasn’t the right
time in your lives to really be with someone. So what if now
in the future you are both in the right places in your life
for a committed relationship and still find yourself still
drawn to your ex? If you still keep in contact, get along well
and are still attracted to your old lover, getting back
together might be just what you need.
Related: Justin Bieber Dedicates Song to ‘My Baby’ Selena
Gomez at SXSW Show
3. The pro or con, which one outweighs the other more: If
there are more negative than positive memories about your ex

than it’s probably best to not let the possibility of history
to repeat itself. If there are more positive reason on why you
should get back together with your old flame, such as even
with the negative you accept them or find them endearing.
Making a pros and cons list can help you distinguish reasons
why you should or shouldn’t do something, buy only your heart
can decide.
What are some pros and cons when it comes to whether or not to
get back together with an ex? Share your tips below.

